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At a Glance

Featured Client

In the insurance industry, the best companies think 
through—and plan for—worst-case-scenarios. 

Managing a Call Center with Hosted PBX

It’s how Cornerstone National 
Insurance helps thousands of clients 
gain peace of mind by offering auto, 
property, casualty, flood and life 
insurance via independent agents.

Worst-case-scenarios are also on the 
mind of IT Specialist Bill Corwin, 
who’s constantly making sure tech-
nology is accessible to provide qual-
ity  service to agents and customers.  

A New Kind of Phone System
As Corwin helped develop disaster 
recovery plans for other company 
systems, Cornerstone’s phone 
system was reexamined. One 
piece of equipment in a data room 
controlled all calls, features and 
capabilities. A problem with that 
equipment—or at the office it was 
housed in—meant big problems for 
the company’s call center. 

But Corwin discovered Socket’s 
Hosted PBX solution, in which phone 
system features reside and operate in 
the cloud.  

“Hosted PBX was appealing 
because it meant we wouldn’t really 
even need a disaster recovery plan,” 
Corwin said. “If a disaster were 
to occur, we could quickly make 
adjustments and get everything 
running again.”

A Smooth Transition
As the Hosted PBX system was de-
veloped and installed, Cornerstone’s 
IT team was surprised at the flex-
ibility and agility that Socket offered.  
Everyone—from Socket’s account 
representative to its installation and 
networking team—worked diligently 
to fulfill requests and resolve issues.  

Socket’s team was also available 
to help employees learn to use the 
new phones and features.  But, 
according to Corwin, not much 
assistance was needed. 

“The system is so simple and easy 
to manage,” Corwin said. “On the 
day of the cutover, most of our time 
was spent helping employees set up 
voicemail. That’s it.”

Technology for the Future
Now, Corwin and his team can 
focus on other important technology 
projects. Plans are in place to integrate 
remote users into the company’s 
phone system using an online 
interface. And improvements are in 
the works for the company’s online 
agent and customer portals.

“Socket helped build exactly what 
we wanted, and it works great,” said 
Corwin. “I’m done with maintaining a 
physical phone system.”  

Call Reports:  Managers can access their own reports, 
rather than requesting them from the IT department.

Efficient Call Routing:  Calls are answered more 
intelligently, resulting in quicker service for customers.

With more than 40 call center agents, it was important for Cornerstone to find a phone system solution that made it easy for 
employees to serve customers. Here’s how the Hosted PBX solution has helped.

Call Recording:  Cornerstone worked with Socket to 
compress recorded calls for hassle-free archiving.

Simple System:  An easy-to-use interface 
helps agents juggle and route calls effectively.



It’s easier than ever for schools to 
make technology more accessible 
to students, thanks to the Universal 
Service Administrative Company 
(USAC) and its Schools and 
Libraries Program, more commonly 
known as E-rate. 

The program, funded by a re-
quired fee that telephone providers 
pay, is designed to expand schools’ 
access to affordable telecommuni-
cations services with discounts of 
up to 90 percent. 

The Hallsville School District in 
Hallsville, MO is one of those recipi-
ents. The district obtains telephone 
and fax services from Socket, with a 
large portion of those monthly fees 
being reimbursed by USAC.

“We have a lot of 
phone lines, and E-rate 
provides a significant 
cost savings for those 
services,” said Nan 
Berkbuegler, who 
manages the district’s 
E-rate funding. “That 
money we save is 
put right back into 
educational programs 
that directly benefit our 
students.”

Socket works with 
multiple Missouri 
schools that participate in the 
USAC E-rate program. To learn 
more, visit www.socket.net/E-rate 
or call 1-800-762-5383. 

Dynamic bandwidth allocation is 
a way to transfer multiple types of 
traffic (voice, data or video) over the 
same circuit.

On a traditional circuit, channels 
are allocated for a specific type of 
traffic. Voice traffic travels over voice 
channels and data traffic travels 
over data channels.  

With a dynamic configuration, 
however, bandwidth can adjust 
as needs fluctuate, utilizing all 
available capacity at any given time. 
For example, when phone lines are 
idle, those channels can be used 
for data transfers instead of sitting 
unused and wasted. 

Since resources are used more 
efficiently on a dynamic circuit, 

many businesses are able to make 
better use of the technology 
available to them without a large 
increase in cost.

Because voice calls are always priori-
tized in a dynamic configuration, call 
quality does not suffer. 

Dynamic bandwidth allocation 
can work with your existing PBX 
equipment or IP hardware. A 
variety of circuits can be configured 
dynamically, including T1, DS3 or 
Dedicated Ethernet. Services that 
can layer on these include PRI, 
MPLS and Internet connectivity.

To learn more about dynamic 
bandwidth, call Socket at 1-800-
762-5383 or request a quote online 
at www.socket.net/quote. 

A flexible configuration can make your resources go farther.

With deeply discounted services, classroom technology is more accessible.

Dynamic Bandwidth
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4.  Managed service. With a service provider to 
maintain your system, you won’t have to worry about 
equipment or phones. In the event of a disaster, 
you can focus on rebuilding your business, not your 
phone system.

Hosted PBX and Disaster Recovery
4 ways voice services in the cloud can help your business in an emergency.

Hosted PBX moves a business’s phone system and features to the cloud, which can keep the phones ringing even after a 
disaster or outage. Here’s how:

Keep your phones ringing, no matter what.
For more information about packages and pricing, or to learn more about all the benefits

 of Hosted PBX, visit www.socket.net/hosted-pbx or give us a call at 1-800-762-5383.

1. Call failover. With the convenience of a 
Web-based portal, you can redirect calls to other 
landlines or cell phones. You can even preset these 
forwarding options in advance to occur automatically if 
your phones go down.

2. Network redundancy. Since phone system 
functionality is housed on geographically diverse servers, 
it won’t be dependent on a single location. If a building is 
damaged, you can still access phone lines, voicemails and 
other features.

3. Overflow management. In the event of 
unpredicted or temporary spikes in traffic, it’s much 
quicker and simpler to add call paths on a hosted 
phone system. This can help your business more 
easily manage an influx of calls. 


